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SUMMARY 
1. This study applies to a specific sample of farms having Marshall 
silt loam and associated soils. Inferences are for owner-operated farms 
only, including 160 acres and certain stated livestock enterprises_ 
2_ The study represents an attempt to derive the average and the 
marginal productivity of resources when used to produce crops and when 
used to produce livestock. Two basic equations have been used. The 
first, for crops, and the second, for livestock, are shown below: 
(1) Y. = 14.8 L·833 C· ... M·"· F·06· 
(2) Yl = 3.48 L·"" 8·'" 
3. When labor was used to produce crops, its marginal values Were 
computed as $333, $'301 and $275 for 6, 8 and 10 Jllonths, respectively. 
For farms with capital equal to one-half the average, the corresponding 
figures were $345, $287 and $'275 for 6, 8 and 10 months of labor used 
on livestock. 
4. The marginal value product of each dollar of fertilizer services, 
including manure, ranged from $8.45 to $1.09 for inputs ranging from 
$'50 to $450. Crop services (seed, etc.) had an extremely high retur1l. 
In aggregate, resource services applied to crops returned more than their 
costs up to $3,961. 
5. The predicted rate at which machine services substituted for labor 
varied depending upon how much the. machine service was used. With 
total crop product at $5,'627, $100 in machine expenses substituted for 
as much as 2.47 months of labor and as little as .'24 month when annual 
machine expenses were $150 and $750, respectively. 
6. Capital-labor productivity was high in livestock production and 
more than covered costs up to $6,000 total annual expenses. While 
computed marginal returns were $1.05 per $1 of aggregate serVices 
applied to livestock, the average gross return computed for capital was 
$1.43; the computed average return for labor and capital was $1.12. 
7. The estimates of this study refer not to single products but to 
transitions between enterprises as farms extend outputs, including changes 
in crop and livestock organization. Also, the functions fitted do not fully 
account for resource discontinuities and factor complementarity. The 
classification procedures used help minimize these difficulties, however. 
Further studies are needed to estimate resource productivity when fac-
tors are combined in different amounts and proportions. They are 
needed, like this study, as methodological approachE>s in the derivation 
of productivity functions_ 
Productivity and Income of Labor and Capital 
on Marshall Silt Loam Farms in Relation to 
Conservation Farming 
By EARL O. HEADY 
Farm production results from combining labor, capital in many forms, 
sol1 resources and management. Without anyone of these resources, 
no production would be forthcoming. A farmer's decision, then, Is one 
of determining the form and amount of these various resources to com· 
bine. Many resources can be used in farming. Each variety of seed, 
strain of livestock, form of fertU1zer and type of building or machine 
represents a different form of capital; in a like manner, sOils of different 
producivity, or laborers and managers of different ability, represent dif-
ferent resources or factors of production. However, in a general way, 
the farm manager must decide on the amounts and combinations of those 
four major resources, labor, capital, land and management; while farmers 
generally use their own managerial qualities in the day-to-day and long-
run decisions of the farm business, they also have the opportunity to ob· 
tain management advice from college speCialists, county agents and soil 
conservation technicians, or even to hire managerial services from a 
commercial firm. 
Therefore, one of the important concerns of farmers as managers is 
the productivity and returns from the different resources which can be 
used in production. The productivity and return from particular cate-
gories of resources help determine the quantity of particular resources 
which should be employed and how the several resources should be com-
bined for maximum profits. Information on resource productivity Is of 
importance not only to farm families as they attempt to maximize profits 
or other ends, but also to the society of consumers. The return or value 
productivity of farm resources also has important implications to con· 
sumers; It Is suggestive of whether resources are being used efficiently, 
or whether they are being used In the right lines of production. Low 
returns in farming relative to manufacturing, for example, suggests that 
too many resources are used in the first and too few in the second 
Industry. Or, similar differences may suggest how resources might be 
reorganized In agriculture (within farms, between farms and between 
farming areas) to give greater farm returns and more of the commodities 
desired by consumers. 
FARM RETURNS UNDER CONSERVATION 
FARMING SYSTEMS 
The problems of farm management or the economics of production 
related to soil conservation are similar to those outlined above. The 
farmer must decide how much capital to use in the forms of: seed for 
forage crops, machinery for harvesting forage crops, terraces, contour· 
ing, dams, fertilizer and lime. He must also decide how much labor and 
machinery should go along with the capital required for producing forage 
crops, or how much machinery to substitute for labor in producing and 
harvesting the forage crops. Finally, he must decide how far forage crops 
should be extended at the expense of other crops and what amount and 
kind of livestock help determine (and are partially determined by) his 
cropping plan. As the reader acquainted with agriculture wlll realize, 
these problems differ from other decisions in farm management only in 
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degree and not in kind or subject matter. Even though they live on 
level soils which have no erosion problem, farm managers must make all 
of these types of decisions. All farm management problems are similar 
in that they involve decisions on what amounts and kinds of resources 
to use, how they should be combined, and what commodities should be 
produced with these resources. Soil conservation farming is unique in 
farm management only in the sense that it requires particular emphasis 
on the amounts and productivity of resources which are devoted to larger 
quantities of forage, forage-comuming livestock and mechanical con-
servation practices_ These problems of resource use or farm management 
are complex and difficult, however, in regions where soil erosion is a 
major issue and where large adjustments are required in farming systems 
and in the kinds and quantities of resources needed to safeguard the soil. 
This study deals with resource productivity in a region where soil 
conservation is a problem_ Although the analysis is a general study in 
farm management and resource productivity, it refers particularly to 
forms of capital required for forage production and forage utilization 
through livestock, central problems encountered by the farmer as he 
adjusts his unit to conserve soiL It considers soil conservation in a 
more general farm management or production economics framework. 
This is a framework wherein consideration is given to proper balance in 
the use of resources as these many resources relate to each other. No 
single productive resource can be taken apart from others and subjected 
to meaningful economic analysis. The productivity and returns from a 
single resource (i'e., land by itself, investment in terraces by itself, in-
vestment in forage seed by itself or capital, labor and management gen-
erally) and the manner in which a single resource should be used de-
pend on the quantity of other resources with which it is combined. 
These farm management and production economic aspects of using re-
sources and their productivity in relation to each other will be demon-
strated in the sections which follow. 
OBJECTIVE AND METHOD OF STUDY 
The central objective of this study is to estimate resource pro-
ductivity or returns for a specific sample of Iowa farms_ The returns 
from resources are derived, under a specific price situation, for labor 
and capital in numerous forms when they are combined in different 
amounts and proportions. 
The figures which follow have been computed as an aid to farmers 
and persons who advise farmers. They also have been derived as a study 
In methodology_ Previously, little work has been done in estimating the 
marginal productivity of farm resources used in different amounts and 
proportions. Even where resource productivities have been estimated. 
they have not been based on a homogeneous sample of the nature em-
ployed in this study. Since farm samples with the degree of homogeneity 
contained in this one are not likely to be available often, it appeared 
desirable to derive productivity functions from our data. The estimates 
which follow, therefore, show returns or productlvities of different re-
sources combined in different quantities and proportions for a particular 
soil association. 
Finally, the figures are derived not only to show sources of Income 
and resource productivity generally but also to suggest the nature of 
returns for groups of resources particularly as they relate to soil con-
&ervation. The soils upon which the sample is based are rolling to steep 
topograllhy and present an erosion hazard if they are continuously 
planted to row crops. The adoption of soil conservation cropping systems 
generally requires greater capital and labor inputs for seed, lime, fer-
tilizer. and production and harvesting expenses as land is shifted from 
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row crops to hay. Also if the livestocl;: and cropping programs of the 
farm are integrated, an increase in forage acreage requires more capital 
and labor for forage·consuming livestock. Thus, for the sample upon 
which this study is based, the returns on "added" crop and livestock re-
sources are suggestive of returns from conservation farming resources; 
farms in the sample with few resources generally followed a cash grain 
and exploitive farming system, while those with greater crop and live-
stock inputs generally grew more forage, produced forage-consuming 
livestock and followed a conservation farming system. 
THE SAl\IPLE 
The sample upon which this study is based was drawn in an area of 
Marshall silt loam and associated sOils in southwestern Iowa. It was 
restricted to 160-acre, owner-operated farms. Farms were included in 
the sample only if they met certain tests of homogeneity in respect to 
soils. The enumerators of the study feel that, for all practical purposes, 
the farms were identical in respect to soils and potential productivity. 
Greater detail on the sample and sampling procedures for th~ study can 
be found in an earlier study.' 
While those making the study were interested in obtaining a group 
of farms homogeneous in respect to soil, certain ranges of soils were 
allowed for the following reasons: Few if any farms in the area include 
Marshall silt loam alone." Because of the rolling topography of the area 
and the related factors associated with soil formation, Marshall silt loam 
is typically found on farms iIi association with some amount of either 
bottomland soils in the valleys, Minden silt loam on the level ridges or 
Shelby silt loam on the steeper slopes. Several of these soil types can 
often be found even within a 40-acre field. Although Marshall silt loam 
is predominant, many farms scattered throughout the entire geographic 
area have a large acreage of associated soils. In order to obtain a sample 
of farms reasonably homogeneous in respect to basic soil resources while 
still retaining a somewhat typical association of soils, upper limits were 
placed on the acreage of soils other than Marshall silt loam. Soil maps 
were made of each individual farm indicating the soli types, degree of 
slope and degree of erosion for each individual farm as a means of de-
limiting the farins to be retained in the sample. Farms retained in the 
original sample contained no more than 25 acres of Shelby SOils and be-
tween 40 and 75 acres in combination of bottomland SOils or Marshall 
silt loam with a slope of 4 percent or less. The remainer of the area 
was thus composed of Marshall slit loam with a slope of more than 4 per-
cent." 
In the first anal~'sis made of these data, only 90 of the 130 farms 
first enu!llerated were included in the study reported. Farms were ex-
t See Heady. Earl O. and Allen, Carl ·W .• Returns from and capital required 
for soil conservation farming systems. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 
381. 1951. 
• For a more detailed discussion of Marshall slIt loam and a"soclated solis 
see: Rlecken. F. F. and Smith. G. D., Principal upland solI types of Iowa. 
Agronomy 19 (l\fimeo.), Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. June 1949: and Brown, P. E. 
SolIs of Iowa. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Spec. Rep. No.3. 1936. 
"While the estimates provided In this study refer to a strictly defined 
stratum of farms and solIs, the sample Is not nearly so restricted as that 
for which the small plots In agronomy Or the trial lots in animal hus-
bandry serve as the basis for inference to a wider population of soil 
areas or species of animals. Too, there Is basis for suggesting that a 
study which applies to a homogeneous population Is more useful than 
one which is based on a heterogeneous population but applies strictly 
to no onO) particular stra tum In the aggregate population. 
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cluded from the study if they did not meet the soil-type ranges mentioned 
or if they had very large amounts of cattle on feed. The current study 
includes a sample of 70 of the original 130 farms_ These 70 farms are 
drawn from the 90.reported in the original study and also other farms 
of the 130-acre sample.. The 70 farms used in this study not only have 
been restricted to the characteristics outlined previously but also fall 
within these limits in respect to livestock: 0) No farm was included 
which had more than five milk cows. (Actually, all of the farms included 
in the analysis had no less than three and no more than five milk cows.) 
(,2) No farm was included which had a poultry enterprise deviating 
greatly from a typical farm flock. (3) AU farms were excluded which 
had beef cows or a sheep enterprise of any kind. (4) Farms included in 
the sample had only the livestock mentioned above plus hogs and feeder 
cattle. In other words, the sample farms were those with poultry and 
dairy enterprises of the nature outlined above plus (a) no other live-
stock, (b) hogs but no feeder cattle or (c) hogs and feeder cattle_ Seven 
of the farms fell in the first category, three had only hogs, while the re-
maining 60 had hogs and feeder cattle in combination. Very few of the 
farms had over 20 litters of pigs per year. Farms with small or medium-
sized hog and cattle enterprises usually carried these in somewhat con-
stant proportions up to about 20 litters of pigs; farms with larger live-
stock enterprises had invested mainly in feeder cattle_ 
While the previous study included only farms with between 40 and 75 
acres in bottomland solIs, Minden silt loam or level Marshall, the current 
study included farms with up to 100 acres of Minden silt loam or level 
Marshall where its prodUctivity was estimated to be similar to other 
Marshall soil. These farms, not included in the first analysis because of 
the level land, were included in this study since agronomists estimate 
that productivity of these soils is essentially the same as for Marshall 
silt loam with a slope of 4-10 percent. (An exception would exist for 
highly eroded areas of sloping :,\larshall.) Aside from inputs such as 
contouring and terracing, resource productivity and returns should be 
the same for resources on Minden silt loam (a soil found on the fiat 
ridge tops in association with Marshall soil). Since it is estimated 
that productivity of Minden soil is similar to that of Marshall soil, 
farms with up to 100 acres of the former soil were included in the 
analysis. A considerable number of those with between 75 and 100 
acrES had greater inputs and outputs for large hog and cattle enter-
prises than the sample previously analyzed." 
The soil-makeup for the sample of farms studied is indicated in 
table 1. 
TABLE 1. MEAN ACRES PER FARM OF SPECIFIED SOIL TYPES. 
Bottomland solIs 
Shelby silt loam 
Soil 
Marshall and Minden silt loam less than 
4 percent slope 
Marshall silt loam 4 percent slope and over 
Total farm acres (excluding roads) 
• Heady and Allen, op. cit. 
S Ibid. 
Aeres 
24.6 
7_5 
40_3 
75.9 
158.3 
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In obtaining a stratum of the total farm population relatively similar 
in respect to soils, livestock enterprises and tenure, it was hoped that 
the predictions would allow an acceptable approximation of a true pro-
duction function. Use of a sample heterogeneous in respect to soil 
patterns 'and livestock types would result in prediction of productivity 
or returns coefficients which might have application to no single farm 
in the sample. It is true, of course, that a different production function 
exists for each type of livestock enterprise and for each technique of pro-
duction on a given soil. This problem differs not at all, however, from 
all farm business analyses based on records and surveys. One objective 
of this study is to restrict the sample studied to a more homogeneous 
stratum of farms than is normaliy studied. 
In the sample and functions derived for this study, the data allow a 
transition from an intensive grain farming system on farms where crop 
inputs are low to intensive forage farming w~ere crop inputs are high; 
they allow a transition from a small dairy-poultry combination to hogs, 
then to hogs and feeder cattle and finally to more feeder cattle as live-
stock inputs on farms. While the derived productivity estimates do not 
trace out the function for a single type of product, they represent a 
typical transition in investment as crop and livestock enterprises are 
intensified on 160-acre farms in the area, particularly when the transition 
is in the direction of more forage and a greater degree of conservation 
farming. Farmers with little capital generally raise only crops, while 
those with a little additional capital have small milk cow and poultry 
enterprises. Access to more funds allows a hog enterprise in conjunction 
with grain production and sales; still greater funds generally bring 
about a greater forage acreage and some feeder cattle to go with it. 
Ample funds usually allow larger hog and cattle-feeding enterprises, 
either from home-grown or purchased feeds. The sample upon which this 
study is based is a random one; the inferences, however, apply only to 
l60-acre hog-cattle feeding farms, the size and organization of farms 
most numerous in the area. Because of the stratification procedure used, 
Inputs and output are somewhat greater than for all owner-operated farms 
in the area. The inferences are "representative," however, for farms 
usIng dIfferent quantities of resources and followIng the production 
pattern outlined prevIously. 
The physical records upon which this study is based are for 1945, a 
year in which yields were similar to the longer-run average for the area 
studied. PrIces used are also those of 1945. However, the basic pro-
ductivity functions can be used to predict quantities for other price levels. 
For example, with a doubling of crop prIces. the marginal value product 
of 8 months of labor in table 4 would be $602 rather than $301. With 
a doubling of both fertilizer and product prices, the marginal product 
per dollar of fertilizer would remain the same as in table 6. With 
product prices at the same level as 1945 and a doubling of fert11lzer 
prices, the marginal product of a dollar of fertilizer would be only one-
half that in table 6. Hence the basic data allow estimation of resource 
returns when prices other than those of 1945 prevail. The techniques 
of production followed currently are largely the same as those followed 
in 1945; differences in techniques are mainly an expression of usIng re-
sources in different quantities and proportions and, in this sense, are 
measured in this study. While all functions have been derived on a basis 
of dollar inputs and dollar outputs, the return figures for labor have 
been converted to a month basis in most tables. 
STATISTICAL ESTIMATION 
The data provided in later sections of this study are derived from 
least squares production functions (regression equations). Two pro-
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duction functions have been derived for the sample, one for crops and one 
for livestock. The main functions fitted, Cobb-Douglas, are linear in the 
logs and impose certain constraints on the estimates." A .• few other 
functions also are employed. One condition imposed by the 'logarithmic 
equation is that the elasticity of production (the percentage increase in 
production due to each 1 percent increase in resource input) is constant 
over the entire range of resources employed. Another condition is that 
the productivity curve for any single resource becomes asymptotic over 
extreme ranges of the variables. Other algebraic fOrms of functions can 
be employed for several resources. However, these become cumbersome 
when the number of inputs is large, particularly if terms are included 
which cause the productivity of one resource to depend on the level of 
input of stiIl others, a condition allowed by the Cobb·Douglas function. 
The particular function outlined above was employed as an acceptable 
estimating equation in terms of the funds available for computation and 
in view of the fact that the computed productlvlties do not lie at extreme 
ranges of the observations. 
The basic production functions are given in equations 1 and 2 below. 
(1) Y. = 14.8 L· ... C·'" I\P'· F'OOO 
(2) y, = 3.48 L·= S·'" 
The symbols or letters have the following meaning: 
Yo is the value of crOps produced at 194'5 prices. 
Yz is the value of livestock products produced at 1945 prices, 
including inventory changes. 
L is labor, measured in dollars, used on crops or livestock 
according to the function indicated. 
a is crop services, measured in dollars, and includes seeds, 
insecticides and other suppiies attached directly to crop pro-
duction. 
M is machine services and includes fuel, grease, repairs, de-
preciation and a small charge for housing. 
F is fertilizer, lime and manure and a nominal machine cost, 
aU measured in dollars. Manure has been converted to fertilizer 
in terms of N, P and K and priced according to commercial fer-
tilizer. Since fertilizer and manure applications and soil manage-
ment practices were enumerated for a period of 3 years, the 
average of the last.2 years was used to obtain residual effects. 
A small machine cost, calculated to Include costs of fertilizer 
application, was included as part of the value of fertilizer inputs 
(as a technical complement of fertilizer itself) and was sub-
tracted from other machine services. 
G is feed for livestock including grain, protein supplements, 
hay, pasture and miscellaneous minerals. 
S is the input of livestock capital services measured In 
dollars. It includes annual inputs for livestock (In contrast to 
the capital stock itself) as follows: For chIckens, fattenIng pigs 
and feeder cattle, the beginning value Is included as an input. 
For milk cows, brood sows and laying hens, depreciation is 
computed and used as the input. Closing Inventory values of 
growing and fattening stock are used as an output, while be-
ginning inVentory figures are used as an input. This input also 
includes the value of all grain, hay, pasture and supplemental 
feeds and building, equipment and machine services used on live-
• The function used is termed Cobb-Douglas after the research workers who 
first applied it to industry data. It is a regression equation In which the 
coefficients are Ilnear In the logarithms. 
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stock. The latter items include depreciation and repairs and 
other annual inputs (in contrast to the value of the asset itself). 
No building inputs have been used in the crop function. This 
procedure has been employed under the assumption that crop 
storage belongs to a different production process than crop pro· 
duction. (Buildings, aside from facilities for drying corn, 
mainly contribute storage services for gaining higher seasonal 
market prices or for later livestock production.) 
Thus, in all the derived functions, the inputs are measured in dollars 
and refer to the flow of services (or expenses) for the year; they are 
not capital values. Calculation of profitability can be made directly; if the 
marginal return is greater than $1, the particular dollar of input or ex-
pense more than paid for Itself. If the input itself costs $1 and 5 per-
ment interest must be paid on it, a marginal return of $1.20 therefore 
denotes the addition of 15 cents to net returns. This procedure has been 
followed to ease the conversiOn of the 1945 prices to other levels. 
In examination of the livestock function, it was found that inputs of 
livestock, feed and bUilding services were highly correlated. In other 
words they tend to be technical complements and their quantities are 
increased together; most farmers make decisions in this manner. For 
this reason, the three inputs (livestock, feed and building services) were 
aggregated into a single category for the purpose of calculations. Labor 
was retained as a separate type of input since it was not so highly cor-
related with other categories of resources. 
SCALE RETURNS 
In the equations shown above, the exponents (figures at the top of 
the letters) show the elasticities of production for each single resource 
included. The elasticity of production indicates the percentage by which 
output increases as the resource is increased by 1 percent. In the case 
of labor used on crops, output (in value terms) is increased by .33 per-
cent as labor input is increased by 1 percent (and other resources are 
held constant). The elasticity coefficients are less than one for each 
individual resource indicating that successive units of the resource, with 
other resources held constant, add smaller and smaller quantities to the 
total value of output. The additional or marginal income from any single 
resource declines rapidly when inputs of the resource are large and other 
resources are not also increased in quantity. 
If the exponents are summed, the total is .935 for both crops and live-
stock In crops, for example; this figure means that if, as an average 
over all input levels, all four resources are increased by 1 percent, the 
value of output is increased by only .93 percent and diminishing returns 
hold true; each l·unit increase in resources will add a smaller amount 
to output or return than the previous unit. For a 16D-acre farm with 
all acres fully in cultivation, it can be expected that diminishing pro-
ductivity in crop production resources mi~ht be expected as greater in-
puts are applied to a fixed land area. While increasing returns might 
hold true where the quantity of resources applied is very small, farms 
in the sample generally used resources beyond this range, and the entire 
group had all acres of their units in operation. A small range of in-
creaSing returns might also be expected in livestock production. It is 
likely, however, that most farmers in the sample had pushed investment 
in livestock resources beyond this point. It also is entirely reasonable 
that over the range of livestock investment found on these farms, con-
stant returns to scale might well exist even if increasing returns were 
not realized. Very great livestoc]{ inputs might, of course, result in de-
creasing returns. DecreaSing returns in livestock may also result from 
the fact that the product measured is not homogeneous in terms of 
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TABLE 2. CORRELA'l'ION COEFFICIENTS AND VALUES OF t. 
Crop function 
Labor Crop Machine services services 
Labor (r) 1.00 .49 .16 
Crop ser. (r) 1.00 .32 
Machine ser. (r) 1.00 
Fertilizer (r) 
t values 3.14 8.93 1.84 
Multiple correlation coefficient (R) 
Livestock function 
Labor (r) 
Livestock services (r) 
t values 
:\lultlple correlation coefficient (R) 
Labor 
1.00 
4.45 
Fertilizer 
.62 
.12 
.10 
1.00 
3.06 
.86 
Livestock 
services 
.64 
1.00 
11.90 
.96 
enterprise; it includes the "shading" from a little poultry and dairy 
products to hogs and then to feeder cattle in the manner outlined pre-
viously. This change in product, while deviating from a homogeneous 
enterprise, is realistic in terms of the pattern followed as aggregate 
livestock output fs increased. 
The values of t and the correlation coefficients between pairs of re-
sources and products are shown in table 2. All of the regression co-
efficients, except that for machine services on crops, were significant at 
a 5 percent, or higher, level of probability; the regression coefficient for 
machine services is significant at the 10 percent level of probability. 
TABLE 3. QUANTITY OF SPECIFIED RESOURCE INPUTS USED, 
AVERAGE FOR ALL FARMS INCLUDED IN SAMPLE. 
Labor (mo.) 
Crop services 
Machine services 
Input 
Crops 
Fertilizer servIces (Including value 
of manure) 
Labor (mo.) 
Livestock 
Feed 
Building services 
Livestock 
Quantity 
7.7 
$ 383 
51140 
$ 803 
7.8 
$2289 
$2927 
S 416 
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The average quantity of resources employed by all farms in crop and 
llvestock production is shown in table 3. While capital services in live-
stock have been aggregated into one category for the derived function, 
they are shown separately in table 3. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF RESOURCES USED FOR CROPS 
Greater or smaller quantities of resources (labor, seed, fertilizer, 
tractor services, etc.) can be used on crops through several different 
types of adjustments. For example, if the entire acreage is in corn, 
the stand may be increased by planting more seed, fertilizer may be 
added, and more labor and machine services may be used to apply the 
greater quantities of resources and to harvest the greater product. Similar 
adjustments can be made in the quantity of resources used on other crops. 
Greater quantities of resources also can be used, with a given acreage, 
by shifting land from one crop to another. For example, shifts in acres 
from small grain or corn to hay entail larger qUantities of capital and 
labor, since the seed and fertilizer expenses (at least as normally used 
in the area) are greater, and labor and machine services for harvesting 
are greater, for small grain or corn than for hay. With SUfficient in-
formation, a set of productivity functions could be worked out for each 
crop on the farm; within the bounds of 160 acres and starting from zero 
for each crop, the functions or returns quantities would then refer to 
"long-run" possibilities within the limits of a 160-acre farm! 
Our prodUctivity estimates, considering crops in an aggregative 
fashion and In reference' to a given acreage, are of a short-run nature. 
Lack of information on resources used for specific crops prevented 
estimation of productivity coefficients for each individual crop. Also, 
in the sample upon which the figures are based, gradation In the amount 
of labor and capital services used on crops generally paralleled the pro-
portion of the farm devoted to forage production; the more acres of hay 
grown and the fewer acres of corn, the greater were the expenditures 
on seeds and fertilizers and the inputs of labor and machines services 
for the total crop acreage. However, some gradations also were found 
in the amount of fertilizer (and seed expenditures) per acre for single 
crops. It is likely that the productivity figures reflect especially the 
returns on investment as the cropping pattern is changed to include 
more hay and less grain, the most important difference existing between 
farms in the sample. However, the range of observations on fertilizer 
use al~o provides some basis for estimating returns for this resource 
when more of it is used on a single crop. 
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY 
Table 4 shows the return per month of labor used on crOps When 
other inputs are at specified levels. The "marginal" (additional) figure 
shows the predicted amount added to total value of product as 1 more 
month of labor was used in the farm sample. Data were converted to 
a "month basis" (from the "dollar basis" included in the production 
function equations) by dividing the marginal product estimate in dollars 
by 195, the estimated average, year-around wage in 1945 for labor of a 
quality equal to farm operators. Small labor inputs on crops had a very 
large value return, while extreme amounts of labor gave a relatively low 
return. Only a few farms prodUCing some acreage of truck crops used as 
much as 12 months of labor; the average number of months of labor used 
• Distinction between long run and short run In respect to resource pro· 
ductivity and the production process are explained in Heady, Earl 0., 
Economics of agricultural production and resource use. Prentice Hall, 
New York. 1952. 
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TABLE 4. MARGINAL PTIODUCTIVI'l'Y OF LABOR IN CROP 
PRODUCTION (DOLLAR VALUE ADDED TO TOTAL 
FARM OUTPUT BY "1 MORE MONTH" OF 
LABOR WITH CAPITAL INPUT AT 
DIFFERENT LEVELS.) 
Marginal return per month of labor with input of 
other reSources at 
Months 
of Average One-half the 50 percent labor greater than for all averafIe for the average farms all" arms for all farms 
6 $333 $219 $384 
8 301 199 352 
10 275 182 325 
on crops was only slightly over 7. Also only a few farms used as little 
as 4 months of labor. While no data are available to sUbstantiate it, one 
hypothesis is that these farms were able to get their corn cUltivated 
only once or tWice and perhaps to get only one cutting of hay. While 
the return per month of labor was highest for small labor inputs, the re-
turn was greater than the wage rate for use of additional labor. Per-
haps our labor productivity figures should be looked upon only as ap-
proximations of labor returns when capital inputs are at the specified 
levels. Labor productivity Is extremely low In crop production If it does 
not have machine services and other capital inputs to go along with it, 
since the two categories of resources become limiting to each other over 
a range. The estimates likely correspond (since we feel that we were 
unable to Incorporate sufficient refinements and detail to separate the 
effect of the two) to labor productivity when machine services are 
allowed to increase with labor months on a given crop while other major 
capital inputs "(seed, fertilizer, etc.) are held at roughly the levels in-
dicated. In this sense, some of the return actually imputed to labor is 
attributable to machine services, and the marginal value products of 
labor might be somewhat· less than those indicated." 
Perhaps the most interesting comparison in table 4 is between columns 
2 and 3. For any given labor input, the marginal return of labor 
(amount added to total product by "use of 1 more month of labor") is 
roughly one·third more when it is combined with an average amount of 
capital, (seed, fertilizer, machines, etc.) than when it is combined with 
half this amount. Farms using small amounts of capital inputs on crops 
were those that were producing mainly grain. In terms of total capital 
services used for crops, the lowest third of the farms had 79 percent of 
their land in grain, the middle third had 74 percent, while the upper 
third had only 67 percent. As tht! cropping pattern breaks away from 
~o should be remembered that the productlviUcs derived are based 
on the "mean" regression coefficients. Aside from custom (following the 
practice for all types of estimates in the biological or physical sciences), 
there Is little other reason for setting the fiducial limits for the estimates 
at f':ome acceptable level of probability, say 5 percent, and then using the 
productivity figure at the lower level. We can only say that, In repeated 
sampling, the derived regression coefficients will fall within the fiducial 
range 95 out of 100 times. We cannot say that one sample will fall at 
the mean any more than we can say that It will fall at the lower limit, 
even though, with a normal distribution, the probability Is greater that 
It will fall at the mean. Accordingly, those who wish t.o view the data 
presented in a "conservative manner" may wish to predict the marginal 
returns for resources at the lower fiducial limit. This problem is not 
unique to the study presented here but also applies to all agronomiC, 
animal and other physical studies. We simply recognize It here, as should 
he done In more studies. 
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continuous corn on Marshall soils to rotations including legumes, more 
labor and expense items are involved, but also the value of crops pro-
duced increases rapidly at first. This increase is due largely to the fact 
that, over a limited range, forage crops are complementary to grain. 
Complementarity is expressed in table 5 where a C-O-M rotation, when 
compared with continuous corn, results not only in a greater output of 
hay but also in a greater output of grain from a given land area. While 
it is possible for the farmer to produce a greater value of product with 
less labor and other expenses by shifting land from grain to hay 
through the complementary range (he can plant the hay, turn it under 
as a green manure crop and lessen exp"enses as he shifts acres from 
grain to hay since it costs less to grow an acre of hay than to grow and 
harvest an acre of grain), farmers in the sample did not use hay for 
this single purpose. They harvested the hay and hence, through com-
plementary ranges, realized greater costs and greater returns. 
TABLE 5. CROP PRODUCTION FROl\! 100 ACRES OF MARSHALL 
SILT LOAl\I, 1945-48. 
Percent land in Total production (lbs.) 
Rotation 
Grain Forage Grain Hay 
Continuous COrn 100 0 156,912 none 
C-O-l\T 67 33 149.122 110,880 
Source: Iowa,Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 383. 
As complementarity ends and competition between crops begins (a 
point which is not 11Iustrated in table 5), not only do further shifts of 
land from grain to hay cause expense inputs to increase, but the ad-
ditions to returns are forthcoming at a declining rate." Competition 
exists when greater hay production comes at the expense of total grain 
production and a point can be reached where fUrther shifts of land cause 
expense inputs to increase while total returns from crops decrease. Un-
fortunately, agronomic experimental data or the procedures of this study 
throw little light on the particular point at which these grain-forage 
interrelationships change or the rate at which they change. The func-
tions used in this study allow no estimation of Inter-crop complementarity. 
We do feel, however, that our data substantiate _ the notion that over 
some range of complementary forages, cropping systems designed to con-
serve soil do add to net profit of the farm. Differences in labor pro-
ductivity between columns 2 and 3 likely reflect these opportunities 
since greater capital inputs for crops, in the sample studied, were 
generally associated with a greater forage acreage, as well as some 
greater per acre intensity for given crops. Tables which follow suggest 
how the returns of these capital inputs decline as more are used on a 
farm of given size. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF FERTILIZER 
Increased intensity of capital use in the form of fertilizer was brought 
about in two ways within the group of farms sampled: 0) by the ap-
plication of fertilizer, particularly commercial nitrogen and manure, on 
grains and (2) by the appJ!caUon of fertilizer on legUme seedings. With-
in the sample, increased use of commercial fertilizer generally paralleled 
a transition from grains to forages; many farmers who did not use fer-
• For added details on these point" see Head~·. Earl O. and Jensen, Harald, 
Economics of crop rotations, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 383. 1951. 
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tilizer on grains did use commercial fertilizer with oats on new Beedings. 
Perhaps almost as important as commercial fertilizers was the amount 
of barnyard manure applied. Since the farms in the sample were owner-
operated and most purchased feed for livestock production, the item was 
important as an aspect of resource productivity. Commercial fertilizers 
applied to legumes facilitate soil conservation in the sense that they 
promote stands and growth of forages and therefore increase the organic 
matter to be returned to the soil as well as the amount of fibrous roots 
which help control erosion; barnyard fertilizer, even when applied to 
row crops, aids in conservation in the sense that it adds organic matter. 
However, nitrogen fertilizer applied to row crops, particularly if it 
allows a larger acreage and a more continuous cropping of corn over 
time, may speed erosion. 
In measuring fertilizer returns and productivity, commercial fertiliZer 
and barnyard manure were aggregated into one single-value figure even 
though the materials Included are quite heterogeneous; some farms had 
a large input of fertilizer services because they purchased a large amount 
of feed and hence had a large quantity of manure to spread. This pro· 
cedure was possible since the original survey had included a detailed 
field-by-field record of soil treatment over a 3·year period. In arriving 
at the total value of fertilizer inputs, the element content of barnyard 
manure was estimated and a value, corresponding to the market price of 
fertilizer, was placed on this quantity.'0 Since fertilizer cannot be applied 
without the use of some machine services, the estimated average cost of 
applying fertilizer was computed for each farm and added to the total 
value of fertilizer. (A corresponding amount was substracted from the 
category "machine services.") The productivity results are given in 
table 6. 
Columns 2 and 3 in table 6 indicate the marginal value product (I.e., 
the amount added to total return) by each dollar unit of fertilizer, with 
fertilizer service at the levels suggested in column 1. With an average 
amount of other resource inputs, a dollar in fertilizer services (inc]lId-
TABLE 6. FERTILIZER PRODUCTIYITY _-'.::'ID RETUR:-;S (VALUE OF 
PRODUCT ADDED TO TOTAL FARM RETURNS FRO:'lI "ONE 
~fORE DOLLAR IX FERTILIZEn"). 
Fertilizer 
input in 
dollars 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
:lOO 
350 
·\00 
450 
500 
550 
600 
fi50 
:'IJarginal product per dollar of fertilizer services 
with inJlut of other resources equal to 
Average of all farms 
$8.45 
4.43 
3.04 
2.32 
1.89 
1.59 
1.38 
1.22 
1.09 
.99 
.91 
.84 
.7 S 
One·half of average 
of all farms 
$4.63 
2.43 
1.67 
1.27 
1.04 
.87 
.76 
.67 
.60 
.54 
.50 
.46 
.43 
10 The contribution of A. A. Aandahl, formerly of the Agronomy Department, 
Iowa State College, was valuable in these estimates. For further details 
of the procedure, see French, B. F., Estimation of resource productivitles 
from a record sample. Ph.D. thesis. Ames, 1952. 
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ing the estimated machine costs in the application) returned $4.43 when 
the total input was $100. The average value return is, of course, greater 
than $4.43 with an input of $100; the diminishing nature (each suc-
cessive input of fertilizer returns less than the previous one) of the pro-
ductivity function causes the average return to be less than the marginal 
return for any level of input. This point also is suggested by the fact 
that the marginal return of "the fiftieth input or dollar" in fertilizer serv-
ices was $8.45. Each dollar in fertilizer services returned more thap. 
the cost up to a total of roughly $500. (The ,derived input for which 
the return exactly equaled the $1 outlay was $478.)11 The 500th input 
of $1 returned only 99 cents in terms of the estimates presented. It is 
true, of course, that had fertilizer been considered alone, the return 
would have been greater than the cost for more than 500 inputs of $1 
each. Realistically, however, fertilizer application does necessitate the 
use of machine services. Farmers who had no out-of-pocket costs for 
machine services would have realized a return per dollar of fertilizer 
somewhat greater than that indicated. Also, since some of the fer-
tilizer services represented manure with a negative value unless it was 
hauled from the barnyard, the marginal return, of large amounts of fer-
tilizer from this source caused it to be profitable even where the return 
is less than $1 in table 5. These data simply show the productivity of a 
dollar in fertilizer had it been valued at the market price of mixed fer-
tilizers. 
The productivity of fertilizer depends, as do most resource inputs, on 
the quantity of other resources with which it is combined. Affecting 
fertilizer productivity especially are stands of crops grown, kinds and 
intensity of crops grown, machine and labor inputs as they affect time-
liness of operations and other materials and elements of production. The 
figures of column 3 in table 6 provide some estimate of how the input 
of all resources affects the productivity of the fertilizer services. With a 
smaller input of other resources the marginal or additional contributions 
are smaller for each dollar input (with total input at a given level); 
also, cost exceeds return at smaller inputs. In table 6, return is less 
than $1 at 300 total fertilizer inputs when the quantity of all other re-
sources is equal to one-half the average for all farms. (The computed 
level of input at which valUe of product was "just equal" to the $1 cost 
was $259.) With the value of all 'other crop services set at 50 percent 
greater than the mean, costs exceed marginal or additional returns up to 
approximately a $590 total input of fertilizer services; at a total input 
of $450, marginal return is still $1.41 (as compared to 99 cents When all 
resource inputs are equal to the average for all farms). As for most 
other crop data presented, greater use of fertilizer materials partially 
paralleled a greater acreage of forage. Farmers using little or no fer-
tilizer materials, either from commercial sources or as barnyard manure, 
were mainly those following a heavy grain cropping system and keeping 
very little livestock. Where a small amount of fertilizer was used on 
this farm, it likely had a very high productlvitr since it mainly rep-
resented nitrogen applied to cornfields; under continuous grain cropping, 
most of the feed was sold for cash. Farms with a large amount of 
fertilizer services were those with large feeding operations. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF CROP SERVICES 
Seeds and similar materials used in crop production are, within a 
range, limitational resources in the sense that some minimum amount 
is necessary for any production' As limitational resources they thus give 
11 This figure was obtained by setting the derivative for fertilizer, with 
all other resources at the mean, equal to 1.0. 
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TABLE 7. )[ARGINAL PRODUCTIVITY OF CROP SERVICES. 
Marginal return with input of other resources 
Input of 
crop services 
in dollars Equal to average 
I 
Equal to one· 50 percent I!"reater 
half of average than the average 
of all farms of all farms of all farms 
300 
450 
$8.64 I $5.90 $10.80 $6.73 $4.59 $ 8.41 
high returns. However, as greater quantities are used, they eventually 
give rise to diminishing physical returns, and value productivity decUnes 
accordingly. 
Table 7 indicates the high return realized on crop services. The 
$300·$450 range of inputs includes the majority of farms in the sample. 
The larger $450 input includes farms where seeding rates were great 
enough to obtain efficient stands; it also includes farms which had 
enough hay (forage crops require a greater per acre outlay ~or seeds 
than grain crops) to extend crop production into the complementary 
range mentioned earlier. Perhaps even the $300 level of input took pro· 
duction well over into this range. An application of crop services beyond 
that necessary to obtain adequate stands and to allow production of com· 
plementary forages likely gives much lower returns, however. 
90 
80 
70 
o 
..J 
~60 
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50 
40 
6 
./ 
800 11 8-8-8 ~ ~ 
/ 
/ 
/ .,. 
,\" .,. ". 
.,,-
-
, \ ".'" ' .... ".'" ... 
NO FERTILIZER~ 
, I 
8 10 IZ 14 16 
STAND IN THOUSANDS OF ST ALKS 
PER ACR E 
18 
Fig. 1. Effect of quantity of resources in 
the form of fertilizer on the productivity of 
a resource in the form of seed corn. (Source: 
Iowa Farm Science. Yolo I. No. 10) 
The relationship be· 
tween level of crop ser· 
vices in the form of 
seed corn in relation to 
the productivity of other 
crop services is partial· 
ly refiected in fig. 1. 
Although it is for a dif· 
ferent soil, It shows how 
stand affects the yield 
of corn with different 
rates of fertilizer appli· 
cation. With no ferti· 
IIzer, a stand of more 
than 15,000 stalks per 
acre had a negative mar· 
ginal product (Le. each 
additional stand of 1,000 
stallrs added a negative 
amount to total yield). 
When 800 pounds of 8-8-8 
fertilizer was appUed, 
yield continued to in· 
crease beyond a stand 
of 17,000 stalks per acre. 
The Iowa Productive 
Capacity Committee es· 
timates suggest that using crop services necessary to obtain good stands 
is one of the more promising techniques in prospect for the state.'" 
These interactions in the sample have already been partially illustrated 
in differ'.lnces of the nature shown between columns 2 and 3 in table 7. 
'" Io'\\'a productive capocity. i\lImeo. Iowa State College. Nov. 1951. 
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PRODUCTIVITY OF MACHINE SERVICES 
The predicted productivity of machine services (including fuel, grease, 
repairs, depreciation, custom machine work and a charge for housing 
but excluding the estimated quantity of machine services used in ap-
plication of fertilizer) is indicated in table 8. While marginal returns 
were high for small inputs of machine services, as an average for all 
farms, and more than paid· their costs up through $1,000, their pro-
ductivity declined sharply beyond this point. This situation is to be 
expected, of course, since a minimum investment for crop production 
gives a high return on machines; it makes efficient crop production 
possible and sUbstitutes for labor. If machine investment is extended 
far enough, however, it neither increases per acre yield through more 
timely operations nor substitutes for sufficient labor (particularly where 
labor becomes limitational in the sense of being necessary in minimum 
quantities for operation of the farm). It then has a low return. 
TABLE 8. MARGINAL PRODUCTIVITY OF MACHINE SERVICES 
IN CROP PRODUCTION. 
:'Iiarginal product of machine services with 
Input of Input of other resources macl;;d~l~;~~ices l---E-q-U-a-l-t-o-a-v-e-r-a-g-e-----o-n-e-.-h-a-lf-o-r-a-v-e-r-a-g-e--
500 
1000 
1500 
$1.95 
1.08 
.77 
$1.13 
.63 
.44 
Columns 2 and 3 in table 8 compare productivity of machine services 
when input of other crop services is at two different levels. Column 3 
is more or less identical with the farms which were organized on a cash 
grain basis, while column 2 parallels the situation for farms producing a 
greater quantity of forage. The last group had a greater machine in-
vestment in balers and other machines which obviously are economical 
only if sufficient forage crops are grown. Since very large machine 
inputs were found on farms Which had large amounts of forage, it would 
not be expected that farms organized on a cash grain basis, i.e. column 
3, would realize a high return on large inputs of machine services. In-
vestment in expensive haying equipment is likely to give a lower return 
per dollar of input than custom services or smaller machine investments 
if hay production is sufficiently small. 
Farms using a larger amount of machine services along with a greater 
input of other resources in crop production also had greater investment 
in and use of combines, grinders and similar machines. The work to be 
accomplished by these machines was obviously less on farms which had 
small inputs of all crop services and which produced mainly cash grain 
and little livestock. Farms with large inputs of all resources for crops 
(except those producing some canning crops) and large investments 
in machinery were generally those employing sizeable quantities of re-
sources in crop production. While an attempt has been made to segregate 
crop and livestock inputs and outputs, the estimational procedure may 
not have entirely accomplished this. Hence some confounding of pro-
ductivitles may remain. 
MACHINE·LABOR SUBSTITUTION IN CROPS 
One concern of farmers in general, and particularly those producing 
large amounts of forage with possibilities of using expensive machines 
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TABLE 9. )rACHI~ERY-LABOR SUBSTITUTION IN CROP 
PRODUCTION.' 
Combination of machine Value of labor replaced 
services and labor to 
produce crop output )Iarginal rate of sub- by $1 of machine services. 
of $5,627 stitution of machine 
services for labor (mo. With 50 
Input of I Quantity la bor replaced by $1 0 0 At 1945 percent machine machine service input). increase 
services of labor prices in wage 
in dollars in months rates 
150 S.l 2.47 $4.70 $7.05 
225 6.S 1.38 2.62 3.93 
300 :j,9 .91 1. 72 2.58 
375 .5.4 .66 1.26 1.89 
450 4.9 .51 .96 1.44 
525 4.6 .41 .77 1.16 
600 4.3 .33 .63 .95 
675 4.1 .28 .53 .80 
750 3.9 .24 .46 .69 
• The iso-product quantities (i.e., amounts and combinations of, machine 
services of, to produce an equal product of $5,627, the mean crop output 
for all farms) and the marginal rates of substitution wcre computed 
on a value basis and converted to months in terms of wage rates. The 
marginal rates of substitution also were computed on a value basis and 
then converted to "months per $100 of machine service inputs." The 
labor replacement rates in column 3 indicate the amount of labor replaced 
by $100 In machine services with Input of the two resources at "exactly" 
the levelS indicated in columns 1 and 2. Accordingly, these figures do 
not quite correspond to differences obtained by substracting one figure in 
column 2 from the previous figure. 
such as balers and field choppers, is the economy of substituting ma-
chinery for labor. To provide some notions of the possibilities in this 
respect, the data of table jJ have been derived. The first two columns 
show possible combinations of machine service inputs, including fuel, 
oil and repairs, to produce a crop value equal to the average for all 
farms.llI (The machine-labor substitution ratios do not apply to farms 
producing greater or smaller crop products; more machinery inputs may 
economicall~' substitute for labor on farms with greater outputs.) The 
second column represents the amount of labor replaced, at each particular 
combination indicated in columns 1 and 2, by another input of $'l()O in 
machine service inputs. It should be remembered that the machine 
service quantities indicated are the annual expenses and do not repre-
sent the value of machine capital on the farm. Annual machine inputs 
are a reflection, however, of the qllantlty and value of machinery used. 
A large amount of labor is necessary to produce a crop product of the 
amount indicated when input of machine services is low. While labor 
13 The data in this table have been derived from the crop Ilroduction 
function mentioned earlier. The equation used to estimate the quantity 
of labor (column 2) to go with each quantity of machine services (column 
1) is 
5,627 [ J '.003 L '" 2301\1.1<. 
The labor figures were computed in dollars hut converted to months 
for column 2. The marginal substitution rates in column 3 were de-
rived from equation II below, which is the clerivative of equation I: 
liL _ .1491. 
oM - .'133:11 IT 
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requirements were reduced by about one-half when large amounts of 
machinery were used (te_, $750 as compared to $150 in machine inputs), 
additional machine inputs substituted for only small amounts or' labor. 
At the low~r machine input figure, "another $100 input of machine serv-
ices" replaced 2.47 months of labor; at the upper figure the $100 input 
of machine services replaced only .24 month of labor. While all of the 
farms with small amounts of capital had tractors, they employed hand 
methods of putting up hay, had old-type and low-capacity planting and 
cultivating equipment, and one even picked corn by hand. Those with 
extremely large machine expense outlays were completely mechanized, 
with hay harvesting and loading equipment, complete grain harvesting 
equipment and, in most cases, two tractors. Farmers in the "medium 
range" of machine Inputs fell between these extremes. 
The economy of substituting machinery for labor depends partly on 
the costs of machine services as compared to the cost or price of labor. 
This fact is illustrated in columns 4 and 5; with all prices at the 1945 
level, annual machine services could be substituted in a manner to reduce 
costs up to a total of about $425 of annual expenses. However, with a 
50 percent Increase in labor costs, machine services remaining at the 
1945 level, substitution could take place up to approximately $57'5 of 
machine services; at $5,25, a $1 input of machine services substitutes for 
$1.16 of labor, While at $600, a $1 input substitutes for $.95. These 
figures refer only to the costs of producing a given output equal the all-
farm average of $5,62'7. The profitability of added machine Inputs is 
also affected as more timely: and effective operations allow a greater 
output per acre; an added machine Investment may add to profits not only 
by substituting for labor but also by adding to total gross income. The 
latter aspect is not included In table 9. Also, a part of the machine 
services, that estimated to be necessary for fertilizer application, was 
transferred out of the machinery account as explained earlier. Also, 
some farms with a fixed labor supply can, by substituting machinery 
for labor, use their time on mo.re livestock where the added return 
more than offsets the differential in machinery and labor costs. Finally, 
it should be remembered that cost and profits are not the only criteria 
on which choice of machine Investment rests. The real goal of farming 
is the maximization of satisfactions for the operator and his family. 
While these things cannot be measured In the current study, it is known 
that many farmers wish to reduce the drudgery and hard work of farm-
ing to the extent of using machinery even where each dollar Input is 
not offset by a dollar saving in labor costs. 
VARIATIONS IN LABOR AND CAPITAL SERVICES 
Data of previous sections were predictions of the marginal pro-
ductivity (the amount added to total product by use of one more unit 
of the resource with Input at the specified level) of one resource when 
inputs of other resources were "constant" or "fixed" at specified levels. 
In general the added product of resource units dropped quite rapidly 
as their level of Input Increased. Declining productivity, particularly 
for labor and machinery, with other resources "fixed," might be found 
to be even more rapid had we been able to Incorporate conditions of 
technical complementarity (the fact that a single resource increased by 
itself may not add to total product unless another resource is also added) 
Into our estimating procedures. While a considerable amount of this 
type of resource organization (i.e., increase in one category of resource 
without change, or any great change, in other inputs) takes place on 
farms, it Is more often true that some pairs of resources are varied at 
the same time. Our table of correlation coefficient did not suggest a 
great amount of this type of variation, but we include the analysis below 
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TABLE 10. INPUTS OF LABOR A~D CAPITAL SERVICES ON CROPS 
AND AVERAGE PRODUCT PER MO="TH LABOR 
BY INPUT GROUPS. 
Capital 
service 
Input group Upper '4 
9.3" 
447 b 
Up]ler I" 
1330' 
1249d 
8.5' 
437 b 
Second '. 1210' 
910' 
8.4' 
336b 
Third l~ 
1048' 
708" 
8.7' 
318b 
Lower ~4 
726' 
354" 
• :\[onths labor. 
"Value crop services. 
3026' 
718' 
2558" 
767' 
2092" 
649' 
157Se 
594' 
c Value machine services. 
d Value fertilizer services. 
- Value crop. machine and 
fertilizer services. 
Labor input group 
Second '4 Third '4 Low '4 
8.3 a 
407" 
1354' 
1380,1 
7.7 11 
427b 
1228 c 
817" 
7.5' 
342" 
1067' 
610,1 
8.1' 
298" 
97S' 
267" 
3141- 7.S· 3021- 7.1 a 3024" 
787' 460" 821' 408" , 854' 
1423 c 1296' 
1138" 1320" 
2472' 7.1 it 260S- 6.5" 2467" 
795' 343b 756' 400" 839' 
1218' 1139' 
1048" 928" 
2019- 7.0- 2058- 6.5 a 2095' 
719' 385" 702' 355" 806' 
1073 c 975' 
60001 765" 
l544 e 7.5' 1720' 6.2' 1589" 
588' 392" 690' 355" 701' 
675' 966' 
353" 267" 
, Gross value of product per month of 
labor obtained by simple arlthmet1c (actual value of crop product per 
farm divided by number months of 
labor per farm). 
to predict resource productivities when they are combined in the pro-
portions found on farms. In this step we have divided the farms into 
16 groups depending on their inputs of capital services and labor services. 
First, all non-labor costs were added to give the total of capital service 
inputs. Farms were then divided into four groups in terms of the 
magnitude of aggregate capital inputs. Each of these four groups was 
then subdivided on the basis of the months of labor employed. Table 
10 shows the 16 groups of farms and the average quantity of each re-
source service used; the number of farms averaged 4.5 for each cell. 
The "northwest" cell of table 10 represents farms which used both large 
amounts of capital services and labor for crops, the "southeast" cell 
represents the smallest amounts of both services; the "southwest" cell 
represents high labor and low capital, while the "northeast" cell repre· 
sents the oPPosite. The levels and proportions of particular types of 
capital services do not follow exactly the same pattern as the ordering 
of total capital services. 
From the production function equationS we have computed the mar-
ginal product of each factor in the corresponding cell of table 11. As 
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TABLE 11. CO:\IPUTED :MARGINAL VALUE PRODUCTIVITY 
0]' RESOURCES BY INPUT GROUPS. 
Capital 
serVlce 
group Upper '4 
1.67' 
7.60" 
Upper '4 
.99" 
.49'\ 
1.66' 
7.29 h 
Second '4 
1.0~" 
.63'\ 
1.46-
8.21" 
Third % 
1.02e 
.70d 
-~ 
1.26" 
7.75 b 
Lower ~:i, 
1.32 c 
1.25" 
'Marginal product of labor 
in dollars. 
b Marginal product of crop 
services. 
Labor input group 
Second '4 Third '4 Low '4 
1.73' 1.88' 1.88' 
7.S9" 7.12" 7.:J2h 
.92' .89' .89< 
.42<1 .52d .48 d 
1. 7 5n 1.73' 1.91' 
7.12" 8.04" 6.99 11 
.96' .SSe .95(' 
.67" .47d .54'\ 
1.57' 1. 72R 1. 76-
7.76" 7.05b 7.24" 
.96 e .98< 1.02e 
.78<1 .81d .60d 
1.32- 1.49- 1.69' 
8.07" 6.42b 6.621> 
1.25' 1.15 e .94' 
1.61d 1.28d 1.58'\ 
':\Iarginal product of machine 
services. 
,\ :\larginal product of fertilizer 
:'5ervices. 
our previous functious would indicate, the marginal product of resource 
inputs is generally high, althongh the total value of prodUct is low, in 
the "sonth" and "east" cells, while the reverse is true in the "north" 
and "west" cells; or marginal productivity tends to fall, while total 
value of prodnct increases, as we move up a column or from right to 
left across a column. These types of movements, along with a diagonal 
one from "southeast" to "northwest," typically represent a greater appli-
cation of seed and fertll!zcr elements or a shift from row to forage 
crops. Diminishing productivity is thus expected. (It is generally ac-
cepted that seed and fertilizer resources give, as their amount is in-
tensified, a smaller increment of product for each added increment of 
resource.) 
The shift from grain to forage has a similar "diminishing effect." 
As was indicated in a previous table, addition of some legumes not only 
increases hay production but also increases total grain production from 
the farm. Eventually, however, total grain production must decrease if 
forage acreage is extended further; the total value of crop product can 
increase only if (a) the price of forage crops is sufficiently high 
relative to grain crops and (b) the rate at which forage crops substi-
tute for grain crops is sufficiently high (I.e., the amount of grain sac-
rificed must be sufficiently low for each additional amount of hay 
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gained). In table 10, the total value of crop product continues to in-
crease as we move diagonally from "southeast" to "northwest" over the 
cells, indicating a greater total value of crop product as the total input 
of resource services increases. Net Income need not increase, how-
ever, if the amount added to value of crop product drops sufficiently low 
relative to the value of added input. As table 12 indicates, depending 
on the utilization and harvesting method (Le., whether hay crops are 
pastured or harvested by different methods), the cost of prodUcing "an-
other dollar" in forage can exceed the cost for "another dollar" in grain, 
particularly if grain and forage are competitive crops. 
Detailed examination of table 11 reveals other interesting aspects 
of resource productivity of farms combining labor and capital In dif-
ferent proportions. While the computed marginal product of labor (the 
amount added to total product from using one more unit of labor, with 
labor input at the level indicated in table 10) is positive in all cases, 
it increases from bottom to top in each row. In other words, the amount 
added to total income by labor is greater if the capital input Is also 
greater. The farms in the "southwest" cell had a marginal product of 
labor equal to only $1.26· Those with a maximum amount of capital and 
large labor (the "northwest cell") had a marginal productivity of $1.67. 
Farms with low labor inputs but larger capital inputs had a predicted 
marginal labor product of $1.88 (the "northeast" cell). 
The predicted marginal value product of crop services was high for 
all of the different farm groups represented by the cells of table 11. 
Great differences existed for machine and fertilizer services. The pre-
dicted marginal value product was $1·58 for each $1 Input of fertilizer 
services for farms in the low quartile, in respect to both labor and capital 
inputs on crops. Farms with low capital inputs were generally grain 
farms with little livestock. (See earlier statement in respect to crop 
acres.) These figures, again, are marginal products and indicate only 
the predicted amount added by "one more dollar of fertilizer services," 
starting from the level of input indicated in table 10. The marginal 
TABLE 12. PER ACRE COSTS OF GROWING AND HARVES'I'ING 
SPECIFIED GRAI~ A~D HAY CROPS. 1940-44.* 
I Growing I 
Harvesting I 'I'otal cost of 
Crop Yield pcr growing and acre I cost per cost per harvesting acre acre per acre" 
I I 
I 
Oats 42 I $ 5.84 I $ 4.00 $ 9.93 
I I Corn 67 I 9.27 I 3.80 13.07 
Soybeans 20 I 9.93 I 3.28 13.21 
i I 
Wheat 20 I 7.50 I 6.72 14.22 
Red clover hay 1.6 I 6.69 
I 
10.03 16.72 
Alfalfa hay 2.7 I 6.71 12.62 19.33 
Source: Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. BuL 383. 
• The cost figures do not include a charge for land or similar items 
Which are the same regardless of the crop being grown. Since costs such 
as these are constant, their inclusion or exclusion does not affect the 
relative profitability of the different crops. These costs are based on 
survey, record and other data which Indicate the physical Input-output 
requirements for various crops. Costs for the period specified have been 
applied to these physical Inputs. Cost allowances include labor, machinery 
power and all other operating costs as well as seed. and fertilizer applied 
at the recommended rates on Clarion-'\Vebstcr soils . 
.. The harvesting figures are based on costs under baling. Under the 
conventional hay loader system, acre costs would be increased about $1.63 
for clover and ~2.75 for alfalfa. 
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value product of each previous dollar input of fertilizer, and the aver· 
age for all inputs, is higher than for any figure selected in table 11. 
Farms in the upper quartile in respect to both labor and capital had a 
marginal value product of 49 cents for fertilizer. This figure applies 
also to only "one more dollar" in fertilizer with the return of all pre· 
vious units being higher· Too, on these farms part of the fertilizer came 
from the large feeding operations and the manure which resulted. While 
fertilizer inputs from manure were valued in terms of commercial fer-
tilizers, the farmer would not have needed even 49 cents to cause use of 
manure to be profitable; removal of manure 'from barns and feedlots is 
necessary for livestock operations. . . 
For tarms using small amounts of machine outlays along with large 
labor inputs, the marginal product of machine services (beyond the $726 
of table 10) was $1.25. Farms with the larger machine and labor inputs 
of $1,330 and 9.3 months, respectively (the "northwest" cell in table 10). 
had a marginal prodUct of 99 cents for each added dollar in machine 
services. (The average product for all inputs and the marginal product 
of previous inputs on the same farms would be greater than 99 cents, of 
course, due to diminishing returns.) 
PRODUCTIVITY OF AGGREGATE INPUTS 
As another measure of returns from resources used in crop production, 
the value of all resources services used in the year were aggregated 
into a common input measured In thousands of dollars and a function 
computed accordingly. This function, shown below, provided regression 
coefficients significant at the 5 percent level of probability." In using 
this function, Y = -2.89 + 3.4069X - .3029X', we need make no par· 
ticular assumption about technical complementarity or substitution be-
tween resources. We simply look upon it as explaining the relation be· 
tween input of "aggregate resource services" and value of product as 
found on the sample of farms. It relates the value inputs to output 
irrespective of whether the particular form of inputs changed as their 
level of use increased. It has been obtained by computing the value of 
all resource services used on each farm and adding these together to give 
the total of expense items. These expense items (X in the equation 
above) then are used to predict the value of output for any particular 
level of aggregate input. 
Table 13 shows the marginal return for different levels of aggregate 
resource services used on crops. As in previous cases, the figure in-
TABLE 13. MARGINAL VALUE OF AGGREGATE RESOURCES 
USED IN CROP PRODUCTION. 
Amount or value of 
resource services 
$1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
5000 
lfarglnal return per 
dollar of input. 
$2.79 
2.19 
1.58 
.98 
.37 
U The values of t for the linear and &quared terms are 3.32 and 2.29 re-
spectively. The term X refers to inputs measured in $1,000. A regression 
equation with a cubed term was also fitted to the data. For this ;function, 
Y = 8.40X - 1.657X· + .11979X. - 8.81, the value of t for the cubed re-
gression coefficient was only .734; the regression coefficient was rejected 
at the 40 percent level of probability. 
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dicates the amount added for "a particular dollar" of input.1.5 In other 
words, the 1000th dollar input added $2.79 to total output and therefore 
gave a net return of $1.79; the 2000th dollar input gave a return of $2.19; 
the return at $3,000 input was $1.58, while the return at $4,000 was less 
than the input of $1. The value of the product added (by the last dollar 
input) was just equal to the expense with a total of $3,961 applied on 
crops. In other words, the 3,961st dollar in crop expenses just returned 
$1 and, therefore, gave no profit.t • These figures include, of course, a 
price for operator and family labor and do not reflect exactly the income 
to the farmer from crops. They do indicate, however, that if farmers 
had to hire labor and other resources (as most would with family labor 
already engaged when inputs were this great), the value of crops pro-
duced would be no greater than "the cost for one more dollar" in ex-
pense, with total crop expense at this level. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF RESOURCES USED IN LIVESTOCK 
Using the basic production function indicated earlier, the produc-
tivity or return from resources used in crop production has been de-
rived and Is presented in the tables which follow. As mentioned pre-
viously, a greater investment in use of resources for livestock was 
generally associated with a cropping system which results in soil con-
servation, particularly as compared to farms which produced no live-
stock except that represented by small, supplementary dairy and poultry 
enterprises or a few pigs. On many of these farms, the cropping pro· 
gram had been adjusted to a basic crop program designed to control 
erosion; livestock, particularly feeder cattle, were employed to utilize the 
greater forage production. A few farms specialized mainly in large 
cattle feeding operations, and the crop rotation had to be adjusted ac-
cordingly. It included a large acreage of hay to provide forages while 
concentrates were purchased. The operations followed thus represented 
soil conservation, since the protection afforded by the large hay acreage 
and the organic matter provided by the manure both help retard runoff 
and soil erosion. In this case, however, soil conservation is a by-product 
of the farming system followed rather than vice versa. Few farmers on 
160 acres have the capital necessary for such large-scale feeding oper-
ations. 
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY 
The marginal value product of labor used on livestock, with capital 
services in animals, buildings and feed fixed at two levels, is derived 
in table 14. These figures follow the" same general pattern outlined in 
table 4 for crops. They show the effect of different amounts of capital 
on labor productivity. Farms with a small capital input for a given 
quantity of labor (column 3 as compared to column ·2) were generally 
those with a greater proportion of their income from milk cows and 
chickens and relatively little or none from hogs or feeder cattle. As the 
predicted marginal products indicate, this smaller amount of capital per 
work (with emphaSis on milk cows or poultry) gave a lower marginal 
product than where capital per month of labor was greater (with em-
phasis on hogs and feeders). 
111 The marginal quantities have been computed from the equation 
~ = 3.4069 -:G058X, the derivuth'e of the previous equation. 
10 This quantit~' was obtained by setting the derivative in the previous 
footnote equal to 1.0 and so!\'ing for the value of X. 
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TABLE 14. LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN DOLLAR VALUES WITH 
LIVESTOCK CAPITAL INPUTS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS. 
Months labor 
:\Iarglnal product per month of 
labor with capital input 
4 
6 
8 
Equal to mean for 
all farms 
$465 
345 
287 
One-half the mean 
for all farms 
$224 
215 
179 
Table 14 also can be related to table 4 to suggest the relative returns 
from using labor on crops or livestock. Crop production is, of course, 
basic to farm organization in the area. However, with an input of 4 
months of labor on crops, use of another 6 months would have added 
more to returns if allocated to livestock rather than crops; the predicted 
marginal return of labor, with input at 6 months, was $345 while it was 
only $333 with labor input at 6 months for crops. 
Labor productivity wuuld decline much more rapidly in table 13 if 
the "fixed" capital input was always of the same form for each different 
quantity of labor. With large labor inputs, however, the given capital 
input actually toolt different forms between farms; the figures suggest 
not only the changing marginal product from labor as its amount in-
creases but also the change in labor prodUctivity due to variations in the 
type of livestock represented by the specified capital. Farms with more 
than 6 months of labor averaged 53 percent of their livestock sales from 
feeders; those with less than 6 months labor averaged only 21 percent 
from cattle, with the remainder mainly from hogs but with some from 
dairy and poultry enterprises. 
CAPITAL-LABOR PRODUCTIVITY 
Capital and labor services are often technical complements when used 
on livestock. For this reason. marginal products have been computed 
in table 1'5 when the two are increased by the same proportions. The 
input levels for each are computed at the stated percentage of the mean 
for all farms. The marginal value products are weighted to give a 
single return for the two categories of resources; the marginal product 
TABLE 15. COMPUTED MARG'INAL VALUE PRODUCTS FOR LABOR 
AND CAPITAL INCREASED TOGETHER. 
Average 
Level of Absolute input 
'Veighted productivity inputs as of 
percent marginal 
of means Labor 
I I product Capital I Capital and mo. Labor Capital (gross)· labor'· 
I I I I 60 4.8 I $ 916 $3379 $1.08 I $1.48 I $1.16 
I 
I 
I 
80 6.1 
I 
1221 4506 1.07 1.44 
I 
1.14 
100 7.8 1526 5632 1.05 1.43 1.12 
120 9.6 1831 6784 I 1.04 1.41 I 1.11 
I I I 140 11.2 2136 I 7885 1.03 1.40 I 1.10 
I I I I 160 12.8 2442 9011 1.02 1.39 I 1.09 
• Computed total product divided b~' sum of capItal mputs .. 
•• Computed total product divided by sum of capital and labor inputs. 
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of labol" has been multiplied by .21 and that for capital services (the 
annual expense of livestock, feed, buildings, veterinary and related ex-
pense) has been multiplied by .79, the relative dollar weight of the re-
source services at different levels of use. Starting at a marginal value 
return of $1.08 per $1 input, with total input including 4_8 months of 
labor and $3,379 of capital services, the return falls to $1_02 at a level 
of input equal to 160 percent of the aU-farm average_ In other words, 
the return on resource services remains' above their costs through the 
range of inputs examined. These figures refer to return above dollar 
inputs and expenses rather than interest on investment. While the re-
turn is '5 cents on a dollar input with inputs equal to the average for all 
farms, this return may represent a much higher return on permanent 
capital. Also, the figures of column 5 are marginal quantities; the com-
puted average quantities are much higher. As column 6 shows, average 
returns are in the neighborhood of 40 cents per dollar input, for all 
levels of input, when labor inputs are excluded as a cost. With labor in-
puts included in cost items, the average returns (column 7) range from 
$1.16 to $1.09 and average $1.12; a farmer with ample family labor to 
produce at the "100 percent level" would have had a 4·3 percent return 
above his capital inputs while one paying labor and other expenses as 
out-of-pocket costs would have had a 12 percent return on annual ex-
pense items_ 
When the marginal value product of capital services was computed 
with labor "fixed" at the average for all farms, the computed quantities 
were $1.68, $1.36, $1.19, $1.09 and $1.01 for capital service inputs equal 
to $1,000, $2,000, $3,000, $4,000 and $5,000. For capital service inputs 
of $7,000, $8,000 and $9,000, the marginal value products were only 91, 
8'7 and 84 cents. This is an expected relationship, of course. With labor 
input equal to the average for all farms, a less-than-average input of 
capital services should allow a relatively high return on the capital; 
with a more-than-average capital input, labor (at the average level) 
might' well be insufficient in quantity to allow profitable production. 
LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Like a great number of research studies, this study and the analysis 
contained in it includes certain limitations, both in the derivation of 
the statistics and the Inferences which can be based on them. Its main 
advantage is this: It has drawn the several categories of resources into 
a single producing framework and considered the relationships between 
phenomena as one of degree rather than as discrete attributes, a common 
weakness in much of the work in agricultural economiCS, agronomy, 
animal husbandry and other fields where research Is designed to test 
discrete practices and compare "within" versus "between" variance. Per· 
haps the majority of these phenomena (rotations, rations, fertilizer 
levels, farm size in relation to income, etc.), are actually functional re-
lationships, Which, if they are to have full economic application, should 
and could be studied in the manner of regression analysis wherein 
incremental changes can be estimated and the interaction between the 
particular elements or resources, representing different treatments, can 
be indicated. 
As traditionally investigated, the many materials of production (seed, 
insecticide, fertilizer, feed, animals, etc.) are studied independently in 
different subject-matter departments and the "pieces" are put together, 
through recommendations which generally give insufficient consideration 
to other practices (i.e., other materials of production). Similarly, the 
conventional study in economics which uses a set of data with several 
variates wherein one is considered to be "dependent" and the others are 
considered to be "unrelated" and "independent" does not unravel the in-
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teraction and interdependence of the so-called "independent variables" 
when one variate is used to sort the data and is then related to magni-
tude of the dependent variable, and then a second, third, fourth and 
fifth variate is used for sorting and comparison_ 
The function we have selected allows interdependence in resource 
productlvities_ It may not however, 'be the most efficient algebraic 
function in estimating the agricultural production process, In addition 
to this logarithmic function, we might have used a quadratic equation 
with cross-products for every possible pair of resources to allow the pro-
ductivity of one resource to depend on the quantity of the other resources. 
The Cobb-Douglas function shows the productivity of one resource as 
dependent on others, and allows increasing or decreasing productivity 
of each-resource. If all of these conditions were incorporated into a 
quadratic equation, linear, squared and cross-product regression co-
efficients would have been needed for each resource categOry_ With 
six resources in a single regression equation, six regression coefficients 
must be estimated for the Cobb-Douglas function; 27 must be estimated 
for a quadratic equation_ Our limited funds thus restricted us to the 
logarithmic equation, one perhaps as efficient in an over-all manner as 
any other function. In our single functions we have been able to relate 
productivity of one resource to its quantity or to input of other resources, 
In this single function, however, we have not been able to account for 
discontinuities and cases where two factors must be increased together 
as technical complements_ (This was our reason for aggregating all re-
sources and predicting marginal products as traced out by changing re-
source patterns as found in the farm sample.) 
We also should remind the reader again that not all resources can be 
increased by themselves; the productivity is zero where one of a pair 
of technical complements is increased by itself, In terms of the func-
tions fitted, marginal prodUctivity should decline at a rapid rate (i.e. 
should approach zero) for a complementary factor taken alone. By ag-
gregating resources which had a correlation coefficient greater than .65 
(an arbitrary level), we attempted to minimize the difficulty of technical 
complements, It is possible, however, that we were unable to accomplish 
completely this objective and therefore the productiVity estimates for 
a, resources increased together, may be more realistic than for b, those 
increased alone, while others are held constant_ 
Our inferences apply to a limited stratum of the over-all population 
of farms in the area, This procedure was our choice, however, in order 
that we might more nearly approach a "single production function." To 
employ sample data random for all farms and soils in the area might 
have resulted in functional relationships, but these would have likely 
been "mongrels" or "hybrids" which overestimate resource prodUctivity 
for any particular stratum of farms,'7 While the extreme detail intrO-
duced to obtain a homogeneous set of farms in respect to basic resources 
(a refinement extending far beyond any previous farm sample for eco-
nomic analysis) improved our estimates, the question can still be raised 
as to whether the techniques existing in the inter-tarm sample for the 
intra-farm inferences (just as an animal experiment is an inter-unit 
sample upon which intra-unit inferences are based) were similar enough 
to cause the "apparent" relationships to approximate "actual" relation-
ships (i.e;, the estimated statistics to conform to the parametn-s for any 
single farm stratum) ,IS 
An additional limitation of our study is that we have been unable to 
measure and incorporate management, except as represented by different 
resource (practice and treatment) combinations, into our function. This 
17 For details on this point, see Heady. Elementary models in production 
economics, Jour, Farm Econ,. VoL 30, 
18 Heady. op. cit. 
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inability, to the extent that management inputs were positively associated 
with quantity of resources used, to measure management may cause over-
estimation of resource productivity. We have no empirical basis for 
saying that management inputs were greater for large than for small 
farms, except that in the psychological aspects of management, operators 
using more resources were willing to exercise greater entrepreneurial 
effort and assume greater risk and uncertainty than farmers with smaller 
operations. However, given an association between input of management 
and other resources, our inference should be conditioned to state that 
Hthls magnitude of resource returns can be realized, as greater quantities 
of resources are used, only If the farmer has sufficient, unused mana-
gerial capacities." 
The function fitted is of a "single product" type (aside from dis-
tinction between crops and livestock) although the units sampled actually 
represent multiple products. Since use of more resources for either 
crops or livestock generally accompanied (or caused) a transition from 
one product to another, the inferences do not suggest what resource re-
turns are when more resources are used for a single product; they more 
nearly indicate what the returns might be as a farm starts with one 
combination of products and a given quantity of resources, and shifts 
both organization and investment. While the functions are "hybrid" in 
this respect, the situation is representative of the transition which 
generally takes place on a farm as the operator obtains control of more 
capital. We have not been able to incorporate or recognize factor dis-
continuities in our regression estimates; we Simply have estimated 
"average" productivity relationships over the range of techniques and 
discontinuous inputs used by farmers. 
FinallY, we cannot be entirely certain that, in our process of classify-
ing resources into categories, we were able to make sufficient distinction 
between resources which serve as technical complements and those which 
serve as technical substitutes. No single algebraic function can properly 
describe relationships when two factors are complementary over one 
range of combination and serve as substitutes over another range. Also, 
our data, while representative of data for a year "typical" in respect 
to weather and yields under existing techniques, are Similar to the re-
sults of agronomic research (i.e., fertilizer response, rotation yields, etc.) 
in the sense that they tell little about year-to-year variability or other 
risk and uncertainty aspects. While the data use prices for a Single 
year, these ratios can be transformed or "coded" to other price situations 
by use of existing indices. 
Additional study needs to be given sampling procedUres as the basis 
for estimating productivity relationships. The error involved in these 
could be as low, of course, as for controlled experiments if the production 
economist had sufficient funds and therefore could "experiment" both 
in the sense of stratifying his sample even more closely and in having 
farmers use different quantities of resource in varying proportions. An 
alternative to this procedure and the use of least squares techniques 
is the use of simultaneous equations. (A set of these estimates will 
be prepared from the existing sample.) Within the farm, the quantity. 
timing and kinds of resource inputs are decided by the entrepreneur 
and not the research worker; managerial decisions are determined 
simultaneously by a system of structural (functional) relationships of 
which the production function is only one and the estimational procedure 
may be SGt up accordingly. Much effort must be devoted to speCification 
of the equations or models necessary for this estimatlonal procedure. 
Although interest is in the production function (input·output ratios), 
estimation of other functions or relationships may be of extreme im-
portance in Isolating a non-hybrid production function.'· 
,. See Koopmans, T. (Editor). Statistical inference In dynamic economic 
models. 'ViJey, New York. 1951; and Tintner, G .. Econometrics. 'ViIey, 
New York. 1952. 
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The figures of this study represent only one method of estimating 
resource productivity. They do not give "final" answers any more than 
does any other single method. However, they provide one approach to 
the problem and can be used along with budget estimates, experimental 
data and farmer experiences in providing input·output ratios. The 
several methods need to be used together or as the particular problem 
suggests. The productivity estimates presented suggest "average" reo 
turns for some fairly "aggregate" categories of resources; they do not 
explain the productivity of oat seed taken alone, tractor repairs taken 
alone, and returns on other specific categories of resources. On the other 
hand they are not 80 "aggregatlve" as those farm efficiency studies 
which compare gross or net labor returns to suggest which farm practice 
should be used. 
